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1. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
The purpose of this paper is to consider an extremal problem and show its 
application to some convolution inequalities. Convolution inequalities form 
an important segment of harmonic analysis (e.g., see [S, Chap. 2)) and here 
we wish to find the best possible constants in such inequalities from the point 
of view of optimization theory. Theorem 2.1 is new and may have 
applications beyond the realm of convolution inequalities. 
Consider 
x = (x, ,.... x,) = 4 * u 
defined by 
-Y,(l) = I_ $i(t - 4’) U,(y) dy, i = l,.... m, fEA, 
“4 
(‘4 v’(u, t) df 
F(-“’ ‘) = [!‘.4-h2(x, t) d&)1” ’ 
A 5 R”. 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
Here X is some sufficiently large subset of R” containing A (e.g.. 
X?A+(-A))andint(A)#d.IfA=R”,X=R”. 
We make the following assumptions: 
(i) I#: R”’ x R” --$ R is continuous in x, U, and t for i= 1, 2. Also v/’ 
is convex in u for each t. 
(ii) p is a positive measure on A. 
(iii) Admissible u are such that J‘I( ~‘(u. t) dt < co. 
(iv) ~‘(u, t) > a 1 u lp. a > 0. p > 1. and w’(x(f), t) >, 0 for any x(f) 
which satisfies (1.1 j for some admissible U. 
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(v) For each K < co, there exists a P-integrable g, on A such that for 
each II u Ilp < K 
I w’(-+>~ t)l < gKW a.e. 
(vi) 4 E Lr’(Z?“), I/p + l/q = 1, and Q E L,(R,) if A is unbounded. 
(vii) There exists k > 0 such that for every c > 0 
w’(cu, t) = ck:y/‘(u, t), 
l$(cx, f) = C%y*(X, t). 
(viii) There is an admissible u such that 0 < .J’A v*(x, t) dp(t) < co. 
THEOREM 1.1. Consider (1.1) and (1.2) along with assumptions 
(i)-(viii). Then th ere exists an admissible u that minimizes (1.2). 
Proof By the assumptions, it is enough to exhibit a minimizing u among 
all u for which JeA ~‘(x, t) dp(t) = M > 0. Let inf, j,4 ~‘(u. t) dt = J subject to 
.J’A v’(x, 0 d/J(f) = M. Let k,J be admissible such that 
lim n+ia !‘A v’(u,n, 9 t) dt = J. By assumption (iv) there is a weakly convergent 
subsequence, still denoted by (u(,,,}, which converges to some u0 weakly. Let 
x,, = Q * uO. By the weak convergence, x~,, converges to x,, a.e. on A. By 
assumption (v) and by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
.I’.4 w’(u,, t) df =J. 
If A is bounded, then by an argument similar to that in [3, pp. 209-2111, 
we have 
( y/‘(u,, t) dt < litn$f 1 ~‘(u,,, , I) dt =J. 
‘A -A 
If A is unbounded, then A = Uz, Ci, where each Ci is bounded and 
Ci n Cj = 4, i f j. Let aij = jci v’(u( j), f) df and a, = ! ci w’(u,, f) dl. We 
have 
The existence theorem guarantees the existence of best possible constants 
in certain convolution inequalities if we can show that min F(x, U) = 1 > 0. 
In this case it is clear that 
[ 1 
a 1 v’(u,Odt>il (_ v’(x,t)dP(~) , 
-A “A 
A being the best possible constant in the above inequalities. 
(1.3) 
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2. EXTREMAL EQUATION 
Consider 
with 
x=qi*u. $:X+Rrn, u: A + R”’ (2.1 
F(-“’ ‘) = [j’.< ty’(x, t)f(t) dr]” ’ 
a E R, f(t) > 0 a.e. (2.2 
If we assume that J(t) is integrable on A. some of the following 
assumptions can be weakened. We will apply the Dubovitskii-Milyutin 
theorem to get the extremal equation that the minimizing u satisfies. A good 
account of the theory is given in [ 11. If k is a cone with vertex at 0 in a 
Banach space E. we mean by the dual cone k* the set {g E E* 1 g(x) > 0 for 
all I E k}. The following techniques were used by the author in the case 
where (2. I) is an ordinary differential equation (see [ 5 1). 
Assumptions. (i) Admiss’bi I e u are such that jj w’(u, t) df c co. 
(ii) v’(u, I) > a Iulp, a>O,p> 1 for almost all tEA. 
(iii) @ E LzC(R”) if A is bounded and 4 E L&R”) if A is unbounded, 
where l/q + 1,/p = 1. 
(iv) (x”. 24’) minimizes 
.)‘4 v2(xo. t,./-(f) dt < co. 
(2.2)~0<!‘,~/‘(u”,t)df<oo, 0< 
(v) Let v’ be continuously differentiable in U, wZ be continuously 
differentiable in x, and both be measurable in f. 
(vi) v/‘(x, f) > b ]xlk, b > 0, k > 1 for almost all r E A. 
(vii) w: E L,(A) for all u E L,(A), l/p + l/q = 1. and v/k E L,(A.P), 
d/l(t) = f(t) dt. I/k + l/m = 1 whenever x E L,(A, /3). 
(viii) There exist 6, k,, k, > 0 depending on (x. U) such that for all 
j] h Ilk < 6 and ]]U]/p < 6. we have 
II V&J + K t) - w:(u. f)ll, < k, l14p. 
II v:(x + h, I)- yl:k f>ll, < k, II h 4. 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider (2.1) and (2.2) with assumptions (i)-(viii). 
Suppose fhaf (x’(t), u’(f)) is optimal. Then 
tyL(u”(r), t) - aA@* iy:(x”(.), *)f(.))(f) = 0 a.e. (2.3 j 
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on A, where q(t) = 4(-t) and 
(2.4) 
Prooj A. Cone of directions of decrease. 
Let E = L&l, ,8) x L,(A). By assumption (iv), we can minimize the alter- 
native functional 
G(x, U) = In i u/‘(u, t) dt - OL In 1 t&x, t)f(t) dt. (2.5) 
-A . 4 
By assumptions (iv), (v), (vi), (vii), the Frechet derivative of G at (x0, u”) is 
defined by 
_ a jA od(X”~ 09 xl00 dt 
J’A w’(x,, Of(0 dt ’ (2.6) 
where ( , ) denotes the standard inner product in R”‘. 
By Theorem 7.5 of [ 11, (x(t), u(r)) E E lies in the cone k, of directions of 
decrease in E iff G/(x’, u’)(x, U) < 0, or from (2.6) iff 
i b!dUo, (I, U) dt - a~ [ (yl:(X’, 0, X)f(f) dt < 0, 
-A - .A 
(2.7) 
where 2 is given by (2.4). 
If k, f 9, then by Theorem 10.2 of [ 11, for any go E k,f, 
go@, u) = -lo I j, (v:(u”, 0, u) dt 
- al I A (w.3~“~ 0, x> f(t) dt i I 9 A, > 0. (2.8) 
B. Cone of tangent directions. Applying the methods of lecture 9 of [ 1 ], 
it can be shown that the cone k, of tangent directions in E at (x0, no) is 
given by 
k,={(x,u)EElx=#*u}. 
Thus k, is a subspace and if g, E kf, g,(x, u) = 0 for all (x, U) E k,. 
C. Application of the Dubovitskii-Milyutin theorem. The above theorem 
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(Theorem 6.1 of [ 11) states that there exist g, E k,* and g, E kr, not both 
zero, such that for all (x, U) E E, 
go(x, u> + g,(x, u) = 0. (2.9) 
Let u be arbitrary and x = $ * U. Then g,(x, u) = 0. Moreover, A,, in (2.8) 
is nonzero. because otherwise from (2.9) both g, and g, will be zero. It easily 
follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that 
I_ (vl:(uO, 0 - a@* w:f)(o, U(O) dt = 0 (2.10) 
. .A 
for all u E L,(A), where q(y) =9(--y). So 
yt(uO, t) - a&J * tyff)(t) = 0 a.e. 
D. Case when k, = $. If k, = 4, then 
on A. (2.11) 
(_ (t&u”, t), u) dt - aA (_ @:(x0. t), x)f(t) dt = 0 
. .4 . A 
(2.12) 
for all (x, U) E E, and we can proceed as above. 1 
We now give a criterion for the estimation of A in an important case. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let x and u be scalars and 
m, u> = II u Il;lllxll~.n~ (2.13) 
where p is even. Assume that all the assumptions of Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 
are valid. Let p =G be the smallest positive number such that 
up-’ -pq* ((4 * u)“-‘f)(t)=0 a.e. on A, u E L,(A). (2.14) 
Then ,I = .Z. 
Proof: Since a minimizing u exists, A. > 0. If u satisfies (2.14) for some ,k 
then 
1 uPdt= 1 UP’ dr = p [ (Q * ~)~f(t) dt. 
. A . .4 - A 
Thus A< iu: However, the minimizing u satisfies (2.14) with P = A. So 6 < A. 
3. SOME EXAMPLES 
Our examples obey the assumptions of Theorems (1.1) and (2.1). We 
begin with a simple example. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let u E L,(O, 1) and ( = sin 2nt. We propose to find the 
best constant 1 in the inequality 
1 
I 
u* dt > A 
I 
f (( * u)*w(t) dt, (3.1) 
‘0 
where (4 * u)(t) = (&$(t - v) U(V) dy and w(t) = sin’ 2nt. 




for the least positive 1. Let u = C,” --Q, a,e,, where e, = exp(i2nnt). 
Equating the Fourier coefficients on both sides, we get 
a, = @/16)(2a, + a-,), a-, = @/16)(2a-, + a,), and a, =0 for the other 
values of n. It follows that A= 16/3 and the minimizing u = c(cos 2nt), 
c E R. Thus when 1= 16/3, equality in (3.1) holds if and only if 
u = c(cos 2nt), c E R. This concludes Example 1. 
In the L, case with w  as a weight, w  integrable and such that the Fourier 
series of w  converges a.e. to w, we need to solve 
qT* [(# * u)w] =+ (3.3) 
for the least positive 1 for which u E L,. Let the Fourier series be 4 = 
22 Nc,e,, u = x?oo u,e,, and w(t) = C?, d,e,, with c, =C-,, a-, = 5, 





ckukdnpk = -a,, 
I 
-N<n<N, (3.4) 
at the smallest positive value of A, s being the length of the interval. Note 
that (3.4) implies that a, = 0 for In/ > N. If we put 
A = (S2CkC-nd,-k)-,v<k<w 
-N<n(N 
we need to find the largest p such that det (A -,uZ) = 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the L, case, where d(t) = cos nt and 
W(f) = (1 - t’) - 1’2 over the interval [ -1, 11. We have 
d,=d-,==+lf 
1 
where Jo is a Bessel function of the first kind. 
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From (3.4), we have 
d,u_, fd-*a, = (lln)K,. 
d,a-, + d,a, = (l/Lb,, 
0 = ( l/A)uO. 
It follows that k = (d, + d,)-‘. The smallest positive II = (d, + d,) -I, and 
for this 1 we have u,=u-,, a, = 0, and a, = 0 for (n ( > 1. The minimizing 
u = c(cos m), c E R. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the problem in Example 2 with 
@(I) = cos m + cos 2nt over [-1, l]. From (3.4) we get 
I 
d, - l/I d, 4 4 al 
d, d, - l/1 d, 4 a2 = 0. 
dz d, d, - l/J. d, 
(3.6) 
U 
d3 4 d, do- l/k II i a:: 
Letting ,U = d, - l/1, we get the determinant of the 4 x 4 matrix to be 
(,u* - df + d,d, - d;)’ - (,u(dl + d,) - 2d,d$ = 0. 
Also we get from (3.6) that 
(3.7) 
@(d, + d,) - Zd,d,)u, + @’ -d; + dzd, - d;)um, = 0. i= 1.2. 
Case 1. ,u’ +,u(d, + d4) - di + dzd, -d: - 2d,d, = 0. 
We get ,U = 0.46666 or -1.059534. In this case we get a, = a- i for 
i= 1.2. u,=O, ui=O for Ii\ > 2, and 
a, = 
- Cd, -d&z 
,u-dz ’ 
The minimizing u is given by c(sin nt - (,u - d,)/(d, - d3) sin 27rt), c E R. 
The smallest value of ,I is, however, l/(do + 1.059534) approximately. 
Case 2. ,K* -,u(d, + da) - d: + d,d, - d: + 2d,d, = 0. It can be easily 
deduced that we cannot make 2 any lower than the above value. 
EXAMPLE 4. In the L, cases, where p is even and p # 2, we get a 
nonlinear convolution equation in place of (3.2). 
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If b(t) = (e, +e-,)/2 and w(t)= 1 and 
qx, u) = 
j;u”dt 
j;(# * u)4 dc ’ 
let the minimizing u = C?‘, a,e,. From the extremal equation we get 
U3 =,A$* (#*u)’ =zla,\2(a,e, +a-,e-,). 
Letting u3 = cos(27rr + a), we can determine the parameter Q E [0,2x] which 
minimizes R’(x, u) by means of a computer. For more complicated 4, we get 
more parameters to be determined. 
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